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But before we begin
• I think my job is (after a busy few days) to:
– Entertain you, and/or
– Amuse you (annoy), and/or
– Challenge you (and you to do the same to me)
– And maybe invite you …

• So keep that in mind + that I am
• “Changing the Equation for Scientific Data Visualization” –
Fox and Hendler (Feb 11, 2011) Science (Perspectives)
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Buckle your data intensive seatbelt
•
•
•
•

Working premise and the burden
Couple of ponderings
Implications for science conduct
Visualisation (promised I would)
– Presentation -> Exploration

• An opportunity – new means
– New data types for real
– Open-source environments
– Rapid development

• Education!

Working premise

Scientists – actually ANYONE - should be able to
access a global, distributed knowledge base of
scientific data that:
• appears to be integrated
• appears to be locally available

Data – volume, complexity, mode, scale,
heterogeneity, …
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5th generation of work and mediation

From: C. Borgman, 2008, NSF Cyberlearning Report

Pondering
• eXtreme research does not
mean eXtremely mundane
but it can be eXtremely
complex
• Long tail - few point sources,
the collaboration/ network of
science/ research ~ important
as the individual unit
• Frameworks and platforms
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Means of conduct of research*

• Induction

• Deduction

Theory

Tentative hyp.

Pattern

Theory

Hypothesis

Observation
Confirmation

Observation

Fundamentally though
We’ve built capabilities
to support induction or
deduction and
sometimes both, but
does this really enable
the breadth of science
discoveries we seek?
Edges? In-betweens?
Discipline mashups?
Accidental? …
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So, what about abduction?

No, not the alien kind or the criminal kind…

Huh abduction?
Is a method of
logical inference
introduced by C. S.
Peirce which comes
prior to induction
and deduction for
which the colloquial
name is to have a
"hunch”
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Tell me more Mr. Spielberg
• Leverage our open world (of science), and meaning/
semantics, too… oh, and this is all on the web
• Relies on abductive reasoning
– starts when an inquirer considers
of a set of seemingly unrelated facts,
– armed with an intuition that they
are somehow connected and …
– oh, wait, a sounds like a job for
visualization!!!
– but do you know why?
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Producers

Quality Control
Fitness for Purpose

Trustee

Consumers

Quality Assessment
Fitness for Use

Trustor
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Framework v. systems v. platforms
• Rough definitions
– Systems have very well-define entry and exit
points. A user tends to know when they are
using one. Options for extensions are limited
and usually require engineering
– Frameworks have many entry and use points. A
user often does not know when they are using
one. Extension points are part of the design
– Platforms ~ arise from frameworks
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Abductive platforms – what framework?
• What would this look like in application tools? How
to explore ‘hunches’ (hints)?
• If you consent that induction is fundamentally part of
how an information system is developed, then how
to allow for abduction before induction may be
possible?
• Open world, integrative
• Design factors? Architecture factors? Library
factors? Cognitive factors?

Semiotics
• Semiotics, also called semiotic studies or
semiology, is the study of sign processes
(semiosis), or signification and communication,
signs and symbols, into three branches:
– Syntactics: Relation of signs to each
other in formal structures
– Semantics: Relation between signs and things to
which they refer; denotata (meaning)
– Pragmatics: Relation of signs to their impacts on
those who use them
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Semiotics

Three important themes herein
1 Unlocked data (and it’s big, really, really…)
2 Visualizing smarter data, smarter visualization
and analysis for the masses throughout the
‘life-cycle’ and scalable
3 Human intuition is needed in interacting with
large-scale data
 This is the face I want to change (and you)
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From presentation to http://logd.tw.rpi.edu
exploration

Linked open data
• Simply put: data is put in Resource Description
Framework (RDF) and has a Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI) and/ or it’s behind a query-able
‘triple-store’ interface-> JavaScript Object Notation
‘convert’
Raw
data

‘load’

RDF

‘query’
Triple
Store

‘render’

JSON

Graphics
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New means – artists to the rescue
• Digital artists, they needed good creative visual tools, art
at the speed of creative thought, feeling, intuition, mental
representation and they love programming
• And, RPI has EMPAC – Experimental Media and
Performing Arts Center
• Open Ended Group!
– Field (more in a minute)

• My students are:
hopelessly geeks!

• Field consumes JSON (webify it)
‘convert’
Raw
data

‘load’
RDF

‘query’
Triple
Store

‘render’
JSON

Field
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Linked visualisation

• Field queries ‘triple stores’ (semantic
webify it)
‘convert’

‘load’

Raw
data

‘query’/‘render
’

Triple
Store

RDF

Field

Linked open visualisation

• Field queries ‘triple stores’ (semantic
webify it)
‘query’/‘render’
‘access’

‘dynamic’

Raw
data

RDF

Field
‘load’

Triple
Store
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Field – a meta authoring framework
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As part of our exploration…

Field: Visual Discovery (and then some)

Social Network Visualization:
US White House Visitors List, 2011
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Highlights …
 Explored in three dimensions
 By laying out only the local neighborhood of a vertex of
a graph, by hinting visually at the periphery of
unrealized, non-laid-out vertices and by animating the
transitions inside these diagrams that occur when edges
are traversed – semiotics!
 We have the beginnings of an interesting way to
visualize graphs that privileges visualization “as a mode
of thought” rather than visualization “as a mode of
presentation”

Mixing it up…
• Field has full support for remote,
web-browser- hosted Javascript
execution.
• The most immediate benefit
seems to be development speed.
•

Unlike traditional Javascript
environments the Online Plugin for
Field allows Javascript programs to
be executed and constructed
piecemeal — built up and tuned
interactively — while keeping the
execution of the Javascript online and
in web-browsers.
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And how it supports what we need …
•

•

•

Unlike Field’s previous language and runtime
bridges, in the online case multiple execution
hosts may be available — each web-browser
visiting a page being served by Field’s new
embedded web server – important for later…
This allows the Field to be used as a complete
development environment for the authorship of
online visualizations that fit directly into the
Linked Open Data demo model
Field sources Linked Data from LOGD via
Sparql, processing it, and sending it to an
interactively authored Javascript visualization
in Protovis representation server -> live, linked
visualization!
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Developing viz in client server today

Stage II
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Case study – rapid development
• Step by step creation of a Field-based
environment for visualizing relationships
found within semantic web data
• Goal is to construct a workbench that
shares much of the functionality of
“RelFinder” — an open source, and well
crafted online example of such a tool
• The crux of this product is a force
directed visualization of of the graphbased results of SPARQL queries
against Semantic web data resources

Case study – but why?

 Firstly, its simply serves as a good example of many of
the fundamentals of Field — drawing, interaction, “live
coding”, introspection and integration with large existing
libraries
 Secondly, and more importantly, it’s an excellent
example of the core argument of our research here: that
by getting the fundamental abstractions right in a broad,
general purpose environment like Field we can but taylor
made environment like RelFinder extremely rapidly
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Findings (1)
• Ultimately, our tutorial guides the
reader through less than a page of
code and would fit comfortably
within an afternoon workshop format
• Yet this results in a tool with
arguably the same or greater
functionality than RelFinder — which
weighs in at some 15,000 lines of
code after 3 years of development
(shssh - we haven’t told them)
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Findings (2)
• The resulting implementation
inside Field is radically shorter,
but it’s also radically transparent
— the contributions, difficulties
and opportunities of the research
present in the original work that
we’ve duplicated here are much
more visible

Claim
• This tutorial suggests that our
original argument that Field
can offer this field an
interlingua for scholarship and
an “environment for
constructing environments” are
sound and that we can go
some way to proving this by
recoding existing projects
inside Field
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Chart interface
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From flat screen to black box (EMPAC)

Data supercomputing + experimental media
• Our goal is to use Field to develop “exhibits” that let
people develop/explore hypotheses by really interacting
with data and information and knowledge
– i.e. not immersion (cf. virtual reality) but experiencing the data
• Multimodal, multimedia
• Interactive, dynamic, rapid
• At scale
• Collaborative

– Open world
• New data, information,
contexts
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Calls to action:






Visualizers must work with tool designers to
make sure that visualizations are sharable during
the entire life span of the scientific process
Standardization of the workflow and linking
technologies for scientific visualizations must be
formalized and propagated into easy-to-use tools
Joint effort is required to explore new ways of
scaling easy-to-generate visualizations to dataintensive scientific pursuits upon common
infrastructures

Context
Experience

Data

Creation
Gathering

Information

Presentation
Organization

Knowledge

Integration
Conversation

Data Science Xinformatics Semantic
eScience
50
Web Science
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Directions
• Linked to the live data – minimal curation!
• Beyond the separation of content from
presentation (semiology…)
– We have means for content (context and structure)
semantics but pragmatics?

• Portrayal (not just ‘maps’ or ‘graphs’) – modes
and interfaces
– How – representation of content, context and
structure, capture visualization provenance

So long and … remember
• It’s an open world – the goal: restore all
informatics capabilities (VIZ) to the conduct of
science for specialists and non-specialists
• pfox@cs.rpi.edu
• http://tw.rpi.edu (see Courses, Projects, People)
• http://openendedgroup.com
• http://empac.rpi.edu
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